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ABSTRACT
Exploring and comprehending a software system, e.g., as preparation for its re-engineering, is a relevant, yet challenging endeavour often conducted by teams of engineers. Collaborative exploration tools aim to ease the process, e.g., via interactive visualizations in virtual reality (VR). However, these neglect to provide engineers with capabilities for persisting their thoughts and findings.

We present an interactive VR visualization method that enables (distributed) teams of engineers to collaboratively (1) explore a subject system, while (2) persisting insights via free-hand diagrams, audio recordings, and in-visualization VR screenshots.

We invited pairs of software engineering practitioners to use our method to collaboratively explore a software system. We observed how they used our method and collected their feedback and impressions before replaying their findings to the original developers of the subject system for assessment.

Video Demonstration — youtube.com/watch?v=32Elp4V3b4
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding a software system is a crucial task, frequently undertaken by groups of engineers [51]. For instance, it plays a vital role when preparing for the re-engineering of legacy software systems [45, 47], or for integrating a new member into a team. Nevertheless, the sheer size and complexity of a subject system or the engineers’ proficiency with a programming language can hinder the software comprehension process. When attempting to explore and comprehend a software system by solely studying its source code, gaining an overview of its structure can be an intricate task.

Software visualization tools are available to assist engineers in gaining a comprehensive overview of a software system. These tools visually portray various facets of a system’s structure, behavior, or evolution, offering an abstraction from the actual source code [10, 12, 20]. However, there are limited options for software visualizations that facilitate collaborative exploration. This becomes increasingly relevant in distributed developer teams [14, 28].

VR software visualization is an appropriate domain for collaboration, which is why state-of-the-art tools support it [29, 30]. However, existing approaches are limited, because they do not allow developers to take notes, posing a risk of valuable insights being lost.

We present a method that combines software exploration and note-taking within a VR setting (see Figure 1). Engineers are immersed in an interactive 3D visualization of the source code of a subject system, facilitating collaborative engagement and comprehension of its structure. To document observations and insights in real-time, engineers have the capability to create virtual multimedia whiteboards (inspired by the work of Hoff et al. [24]).

Figure 1: Screenshot taken from a user’s point of view while exploring a system. A collaborator takes notes on a virtual whiteboard.
serve as a medium for pinning software elements from the visualization, drawing freehand diagrams with tool assistance, jotting down notes, as well as pinning recorded audio notes and captured in-visualization screenshots of the VR surroundings.

Additionally, these virtual whiteboards remain accessible and interactive outside the VR environment through synchronization with an Integrated Development Environment (IDE), enabling further examination and interaction, e.g., direct access to source code.

We used our method in an exploratory case study to investigate and report on how practitioners engage with VR tools for collaborative software exploration and, based on that, provide lessons learned for developers of similar tools. That is, we explored how engineers engage with exploration methods akin to ours.

**RQ1:** How do engineers explore and take notes of a software system in a collaborative VR software exploration and note taking tool?

**RQ2:** What strengths and weaknesses do engineers perceive in using a collaborative VR software exploration and note taking tool?

Further, we studied the results of engineers’ explorations to provide first impressions on the suitability of the approach.

**RQ3:** What type of insights do engineers extract from a system when using a collaborative VR software exploration and note taking tool?

To answer these questions, we invited two pairs of developers to use our method for exploring and comprehending a software system they had not seen before. We observed their exploration and note taking strategies (RQ1), gathered their comments and opinions through questionnaires (RQ2), and scrutinized the insights they accumulated on virtual whiteboards (RQ3) by consulting with the original developers of the subject system, in order to verify the accuracy and relevance of the accumulated information.

Our results show that participants engaged vividly in a collaborative software exploration in VR, appreciating especially the architecture-level overview on the system’s structure, yielding correct insights.

## 2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our method integrates collaborative software exploration and note-taking in a VR software visualization, positioning it within two main research domains: software visualization and (re-)documentation.

### 2.1 Software Visualization

Software visualization entails the use of visual metaphors to depict abstract and intangible concepts present in source code, with the intention of aiding users in obtaining both a general understanding and detailed insights into a software system’s structural, behavioral, or evolutionary facets [10, 12, 20].

The visual metaphors employed range from abstract representations, such as graphs [6, 21, 32] or tree maps [25, 26], to real-world inspired structures like solar systems [19, 22, 41], islands [37], and cities [27, 35, 41, 48, 49]. Additionally, visual metaphors in software visualization can be categorized based on their dimensionality into 2D [1, 33, 36] and 3D variants, with the latter further distinguishable by the medium utilized, spanning standard 2D screens [46, 50, 52], VR [15, 23, 38], and AR [17, 34, 43].

There is a noticeable gap in research focusing on collaborative software exploration and understanding. Anslow et al. introduced a method using an interactive touch-screen table for collaborative exploration, providing different structural views of a subject system [3]. This method is inherently designed for co-located collaboration. For distributed teams, research has explored VR as a medium for collaborative software exploration. Koschke et al. provide a collaborative VR method with diverse views, i.e., for clone detection or identifying architectural drift [28, 29]. Krause-Glau et al. propose a method for behavioral aspects investigation in a collaborative setting across various devices, including VR headsets [31]. While these contributions are valuable for collaborative VR software exploration, they lack the means for engineers to take notes on their insights, potentially leading to loss of valuable information during prolonged sessions – which constitute a relevant use case. We address this gap by proposing a method that integrates collaborative note taking into the exploration process (Section 3).

Collaborative environments for software exploration exist mainly for VR. They inadequately support concurrent note-taking, which is essential for preserving insights.

### 2.2 Software Documentation and Note Making

Various techniques and tools exist to aid engineers in generating notes and documentation on a software system’s source code.

These range from automated documentation generators like RGB [39], Scribble [16], PAS [42], Re-Doc [2], and others [18, 40], to more informal methods like freehand sketching on paper or whiteboards [4, 11]. The latter is particularly prevalent in collaborative scenarios, providing a flexible medium for capturing ideas and insights. In recent work, Hoff et al. proposed a VR-based sketching method that enables engineers to pin elements from a software visualization and, based on that, sketch diagrams directly on whiteboards [24]. Their method performs conformance checks between the sketched diagrams and the source code, ensuring alignment. However, so far, the method proposed by Hoff et al. was used in only one study and that was not in a collaborative exploration setting. Further, to thoroughly capture complex and extensive notes during the software exploration process, we advocate for additional mechanisms beyond freehand sketching, which are not present in the previous work by Hoff et al.

While freehand sketching is a valuable tool for note-making in software engineering, current VR-based methods need more versatility to adequately capture long and complex notes.

## 3 COLLABORATIVE SOFTWARE EXPLORATION AND NOTE TAKING IN VR

To support teams of engineers in collaboratively exploring software systems, we propose a VR method that enables multiple engineers to enter a shared synchronized virtual environment (each with their individual head mounted VR device) to collaboratively explore a subject system while capturing thoughts and insights on shared VR whiteboards via freehand sketching, audio recordings, and in-visualization screenshots. Our method can be used in a local network as well as over the internet, allowing distributed teams of engineers to meet up in a virtual space to collaboratively explore a system’s architecture and design, discuss ideas, and make notes.
3.1 Collaborative Interactive VR Visualization

Our method supports teams of collaborating engineers in freely exploring software systems in a top-down fashion [13], following Schneiderman’s mantra “overview first, zoom and filter, details on demand” [44]. It provides engineers with an overview of the folder-level and class-level structure of a subject system, relationships between elements on both these levels, synchronized mechanisms for navigation and zoom, and details on demand on source code as text. Our concepts are designed for subject systems written in object-oriented programming languages. In the following, we elaborate on these using Java as an example.

3.1.1 Architecture Level - Folder Spheres. To provide engineers with an overview of the subject system, our method visualizes its folder structure as hierarchy of nested semi-transparent spheres (see Figure 2), similar to the software landscapes by Balzer et al. [7, 8]. Each sphere represents one folder with constituent elements (i.e., class-level elements and sub-folders) contained inside it, arranged in a circular layout parallel to the floor of the virtual environment. On system root level, all visual elements are contained in a root folder sphere containing the entire subject system.

Colors for Orientation. To help engineers with distinguishing elements from different parts of the subject system, our method determines colors for folder spheres based on the position of the represented folder in the system’s hierarchy.

Figure 2: Implementation of our VR software visualization method. Folders/packages are represented as colored nested spheres (a-c). Classes, interfaces, etc. and their members are represented as stacks of cylinders (class cylinders), encoding meta information and structural metrics via location, shading, and form (f-h). Engineers can interact with elements (d, e) to blend in visual relationships graphs (i, a), read code (m), or scale the visualization up and down (j-l).

Figure 3: Example folder sphere hierarchy depicting the color scheme employed by our method.

Figure 3 depicts an example that illustrates the color distribution concept. Leaf-level folders are assigned evenly distributed hue values while their nesting level determines the color’s saturation. Hue values for all remaining folders result from the average of their sub-folder colors’ hue.
Interaction via Core. Depending on the amount and extents of their contained elements, folder spheres vary in size. With their semi-transparent look, they serve to guide engineers visually, creating an environment engineers can move through and stand in without unintentionally triggering interactions. We consistently manage interaction with folder spheres through a central core, see Figure 2. These cores are uniform in size (independent of the folder sphere’s radius), ensuring a standard interaction across the system. Engineers have the option to grab cores for discussions with peers or tap on them to access a user interface offering additional information and options, such as selecting specific entity relationships to display. When an engineer releases the core, it automatically repositions itself back to the folder sphere’s center.

Opening/Closing Folder Spheres. To support engineers with focusing their investigation on relevant parts of a subject system, the visualization allows adjusting the amount of details in a view by opening and closing folder spheres. This is done via the folder sphere’s core in a user interface or via hand gestures. When opening a system for the first time, its root folder is opened by default with all first-level folders visible but closed (cf. Figure 2). Thereby, our method limits the amount of information immediately presented to engineers - a feature that is useful for large subject systems. Engineers open the visible folder spheres to look into their directly contained elements. Closing a sphere hides all constituent elements until opened again. The right-hand side of Figure 2 shows a folder sphere after opening with its sub-folders spheres closed (compare with (1) and (3)). Opening and closing folder spheres is synchronized between all collaborating engineers.

While we considered a feature for opening all folders simultaneously, we decided against it to prevent users from becoming overwhelmed and losing their overview of the system. Our intention is to promote a top-down approach to exploration. Additionally, while our current implementation — favoring a simpler user interaction — does not allow engineers to completely hide folders and thereby only display selected non-hidden content, a feature like this could become valuable for navigating very large systems.

3.1.2 Class Level - Class Cylinders. Our method represents class-level elements in a way that provides engineers with a rapid overview of their inner member-level structure by encoding information in several visual properties: base cylinder, method cylinders, attribute spikes, and nested class cylinders discussed below.

Base Cylinder. Every class cylinder consists of one base cylinder that is colored according to the color of its containing folder (see Figure 3 on the coloring concept and Figure 2 as implemented). Further, our method visually distinguishes between concrete and abstract class-level elements via the surface shading of the base cylinder. For instance, in Java, the base cylinder of a concrete class is displayed with an opaque surface whereas abstract classes and interfaces receive a see-through wireframe surface to convey the look of a less tangible and less concrete structure.

Method Cylinders. Methods/functions of a class-level element are represented as cylinders where structural metrics determine their shape, i.e., the number of expressions in a method determines the cylinder’s height while cognitive complexity (driven primarily by the depth of control flow splits) determines its radius.

To rapidly grant engineers an overview of the accessibility of methods, cylinders for methods with unrestricted access (e.g., public modifier in Java) are stacked on top of the base cylinder while cylinders for encapsulated methods (e.g., private, protected, or package visibility in Java) are stacked underneath the base cylinder. Figure 2 depicts an example of a class with numerous public and private methods with varying size and complexity.

Attribute Spikes. Attributes/fields of a class-level element are represented as evenly distributed spikes originating from the colored base of a class cylinder, with unrestricted attributes being notably longer than encapsulated attributes, see Figure 2.

Nested Class Cylinders. Nested class-level elements are represented using the above described mechanisms for regular classes, with two deviations: (1) their base cylinder is notably smaller, i.e., half the size of a root-level class; and (2) to represent the structural connection with their containing class-level element, nested class cylinders are arranged in an evenly spaced circle around the nesting class cylinder. As an example, the left-hand side of Fig. 2 depicts a nested class “DragMode” in a regular class “DiagramCanvas.”

Interaction. Engineers in VR can grab class cylinders and hold them in their hands, to show them to a collaborator in a conversation. When released, the class cylinder smoothly returns to its original position in the visualization. Further, engineers can tip on the base cylinder, method cylinder, or attribute spikes of a class cylinder with their virtual fingers to open detailed views with additional information (see Sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4).

3.1.3 Source Code Views. On demand, our method provides engineers with a textual view of a visualized element via a synchronized scrollable user interface, see Fig. 2. This interface shows the source code of an element in the context of the file it is stored in. For instance, the source code view for a method displays all code of the containing file where it (1) initially scrolls to the location of the selected method and (2) emphasizes it by graying out all leading and trailing code. In Fig. 2 the upper part of the presented code is grayed out to highlight the currently displayed code section.

3.1.4 Relationships. Our method provides engineers with an overview of the relationships between elements via an interactive graph based on statically analyzed references in the subject system’s code. This relationship graph represents references as animated directed lines between respective visual elements, originating from the member that contains the reference and ending in the referenced element, see Figure 2 as implemented. Our method distinguishes between incoming and outgoing references to or from a selected element as well as between type references, method calls, and field accesses respectively. Engineers can individually show and hide relationship lines for each of these categories for a selected folder, class-level element, method, or attribute via a synchronized user interface attached to the respective visual element, see Figure 2. To reduce clutter and visual complexity, relationship lines are bundled together as they cross folder sphere boundaries, similar to the technique proposed in [7, 8], see Figure 2. Displaying relationships for a software element containing multiple members (i.e., folders and class-level elements) summarizes all contained incoming/outgoing relationships.
Figure 4: Implementation of our note making concepts in VR. While exploring a subject system, engineers can pick up a pen and freely sketch on virtual whiteboards (n). They can pin software elements from the visualization (v, u) and draw tool supported diagrams (w). To capture longer thoughts, they can create and pin sound recordings (o, p). Lastly, they can create and pin screenshots (q, r, s).

3.1.5 Navigation and Zoom. Engineers can freely navigate the visualization and change their point of view, which is synchronized in real time with all collaborators. They can change their position by (1) teleporting through the virtual space and (2) rotating around their virtual axis (a VR mechanism commonly referred to as “snap turning” or “snap rotation”). To facilitate engineers’ potential experience with other VR tools or games, these resemble standard VR navigation mechanisms present in a majority of current VR applications. Further, they can use hand gestures to (a) move/offset the entire visualization (i.e., the hierarchy of folder spheres with all constituent elements) and (b) zoom in and out to change scale of the root folder sphere relative to the engineer’s hand position, see Figure 2 (j) to (l). To ensure a consistent point of view on the system, these mechanisms are synchronized between all collaborators. They offer fine-grain control over the point of view on a subject system while mitigating entry barriers by being operable when seated and in a small space.

3.2 Collaborative Note-Taking on VR Multi-Media Whiteboards

Our method encompasses mechanisms for collaborative note taking that enable engineers to persist insights and synchronize their understanding of a subject system while exploring it in VR: building on work from Hoff et al. [24], engineers work with virtual whiteboards to (a) pin elements from a VR software visualization (such as the folder spheres or class cylinders presented in Section 3.1) and (b) pick up a virtual pen and sketch freely. Figure 4 (m), (n) and (o) illustrate these interactions. Software elements pinned to a whiteboard are represented as pins displaying references between the pinned software elements via curved relation lines. Further, the method presented in [24] automatically interprets freehand drawn shapes as outlines around pins (called modules) and relation-arrows between these. Based on that, it provides engineers with conformance checks between their sketches and the represented software structures by coloring relation lines between pins. Our method extends Hoff et al.’s work [24] with support for taking multi-media notes during an ongoing collaborative exploration via: 1) synchronized whiteboard interaction (3.2.1), 2) in-visualization screenshots (“VR-shots”) (3.2.2), and 3) audio recordings (3.2.3).

3.2.1 Synchronized Whiteboard Interaction. We extend the VR whiteboards presented in [24] by collaborative capabilities. For one, engineers can grab and freely position whiteboards, which is synchronized to their collaborators in real time. For another, we extend the virtual whiteboards with support for concurrent edits, see Figure 4 (o). Freehand drawn notes and pins on a whiteboard (including those presented in the remainder of this section) are synchronized in real time so that the content of all whiteboards is consistent across all collaborators.

3.2.2 In-Visualization Screenshots (“VR-Shots”). Our method enables engineers to quickly capture and pin screenshots to a whiteboard in VR, serving as a visual reference alongside other notes. Engineers can take a screenshot by grabbing a virtual camera in VR and pressing its trigger, see Figure 4 (p) and (q). They can then...
pin the virtual print-out of the screenshot to a shared whiteboard. For instance, this can be used to capture a view on relationship graph lines between two class cylinders in the visualization.

By tapping on pinned photos on a whiteboard, engineers revert the visualization to its exact state at the screenshot’s capture, including position, scale, folder spheres’ open/close statuses, and relationship graph state, while simultaneously being teleported to the screenshot’s location. A semi-transparent indicator marks the camera’s position when the photo was taken, aiding in understanding the photo’s perspective, see Figure 4. This implements a form of save point for engineers to return to at later points in time.

3.2.3 Audio Recordings. Engineers can share longer and more detailed thoughts using audio recordings while exploring a subject system in VR, helping to free up their mental space. They do this by picking up a virtual microphone, speaking their thoughts aloud, and then pinning the recorded audio to a whiteboard as an audio pin, see Figure 4 and 5. By tapping on audio pins, engineers can play the recording, with playback shared in real-time among all collaborators.

3.2.4 Synchronization with IDE. With the above mechanisms, our method aims to support engineers in exploring and comprehending a subject system while persisting thoughts and insights on virtual whiteboards. Further, it synchronizes these whiteboards with an IDE to make engineers’ accumulated thoughts and insights accessible outside the VR environment. Figure 5 depicts an integration into the Eclipse IDE; the whiteboard from Figure 4 is displayed in the top-left area where engineers can zoom and pan, enlarge screenshots for detail inspection, play audio recordings, and directly open the code of pinned software elements in the IDE code editor. This feature bridges the gap between VR exploration and further use of created notes for subsequent work outside of VR, e.g., to implement planned changes.

4 CASE STUDY WITH PRACTITIONERS

We evaluated our method in an observational case study. Two pairs of software engineering practitioners participated, using an implementation of our VR method to explore a subject system in an open and uninterrupted setting (Figure 6, left-hand side). We collected their feedback through a post-session questionnaire. Subsequently, we scrutinized the insights they accumulated on virtual whiteboards and presented it to the original developers for validation of accuracy and relevance (Figure 6, right-hand side).

4.1 Tool Implementation

We implemented the concepts presented in Section 3 in our tool Immersive Software Archaeology (ISA). ISA employs a client-server architecture, with the server ensuring real-time synchronization and consistency of whiteboards and the visualization across clients. The client is developed in C# with the Unity game engine, relying on the SteamVR platform to make it compatible with all major VR hardware. The server side is implemented in Java as part of ISA’s ecosystem of Eclipse plug-ins where it integrates with an automated software analysis. All code is open-source in ISA’s repository.

4.2 Case Study Procedure

Our study is divided in two phases (cf. Figure 6), i.e., VR sessions with software engineering practitioners (depicted on the left) and subsequent result validation by the original developers of the subject system (shown on the right).

4.2.1 VR Sessions. In a first step, we addressed RQ1 and RQ2 through VR sessions with pairs of software engineering practitioners. Our tool supports both internet-based distributed setups as well as local network connections. However, for our study, we chose to have participants collaborate in the same room to facilitate a smoother introduction and especially to help with the VR hardware. The VR sessions were structured in three main stages.

1. Tutorial (max. 30 minutes). Each VR session began with a brief tutorial, explaining the tool’s visual metaphor and VR controls, navigating the system and interacting with elements. Participants and the experiment instructor (first author of this paper) went
through this process together in VR, following a predefined script. The full tutorial script can be found in our online appendix\(^3\).

2. Exploration and Note Taking (min. 45 minutes). Following the tutorial, the instructor briefly introduced the subject system (two sentences) and read out the open experiment task: "Please explore the system and make notes of your findings." Subsequently, the instructor did not intervene unless there were technical issues or if participants requested help with controls or interaction. No content-related assistance was given. The entire script is available in our appendix\(^3\). The end result of each session was a set of VR whiteboards with notes and audio recordings (see online appendix\(^3\)). Additionally, for both sessions, we video-recorded participants’ VR point of view as well as audio of what they were saying.

3. Post-Session Questionnaire. After the VR sessions, each participant filled out an anonymous questionnaire on their own, sharing their thoughts on the support provided by our method in collaboratively exploring a software system and taking notes on gained insights. The full questionnaire is available in our online appendix\(^1\).

4.2.2 Result Validation. In the second phase, we addressed RQ\(_3\) by forwarding participants’ insights from the VR sessions to the subject system’s original developers using the post-session questionnaire\(^5\). For that purpose, we manually analyzed all handwritten notes and audio recordings on the virtual whiteboards created by participants of the previously conducted VR sessions, consulting video recordings of the VR sessions to ensure accurate context interpretation. We combined video recordings of participants’ VR POV side-by-side, resulting in one video for each session. We then manually analyzed these videos and extracted all notes written on virtual whiteboards using the context provided by the video, e.g., a conversation between participants. We included all insight explicitly noted and display them in Table 2. Long audio pins commenting on multiple aspects resulted in multiple separate insights. The subject system’s original developers subsequently evaluated each insight for its accuracy and relevance (“How relevant is this insight when planning potential changes to the system?”).

4.3 Subject System

Our study focuses on a Java Spring Boot web server backend API, a component of a travel journey management system with approximately 10,000 lines of code. The system enables users to monitor their travel activities, whether by plane, train, or visits to specific locations. Key features include persistent access to travel data, a user account system, search functionality, and friend management. The system’s source code is publicly accessible\(^6\).

We chose this system for our study because we could contact the original developers, a crucial aspect for validating our results. Moreover, Spring is among the most popular frameworks for building enterprise applications and thus the system is a good representative for a large class of relevant Java systems. However, note that our visualization is not tailored for Spring applications.

4.4 Participants

Our only inclusion criterion for participants of the study was having professional experience with Java development. We did not explicitly seek participants experienced with Spring Boot or VR and asked about contact with these technologies in our questionnaire. Four engineers from one company participated in our study, all with limited VR experience prior to the study. One participant reported having never used VR at all. Concerning their familiarity with software systems akin to the subject system, three of the participants confirmed their regular use of the Spring platform, while one reported having previous, yet not extensive, experience with it.

4.5 RQ\(_1\): How do engineers explore and take notes of a software system in a collaborative VR software exploration and note taking tool?

Figure 7 depicts a timeline highlighting the activities and communication patterns of each participant in the study. We analyzed video recordings for both sessions, categorizing participant activities into seven distinct types: (1) exploring the system through inspecting elements of the visualization (most notably folder spheres, class

---

\(^1\)https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.24499726

\(^3\)https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.24499726

\(^5\)https://gitlab.com/usi-si-oss/teaching/projects-showcase/SA4/team-4-pufferfish/backend
cylinders, relationship graphs), (2) exploring relationships between elements on a virtual whiteboard (mostly re-arranging pins and tracing relations via curved relation lines between pins), (3) examining and navigating source code on UI canvases, (4) handwriting notes on a virtual whiteboard, (5) attaching software elements to a whiteboard, e.g., in proximity to a handwritten note, (6) creating and pinning audio recordings to a virtual whiteboard, and (7) capturing and pinning VR screenshots to a virtual whiteboard.

We summarize multiple interactions with the visualization under point (1) since retrospectively determining the participants’ focus during their visual exploration of a complex view comprised of nested, semi-transparent folder spheres, numerous class cylinders, and connecting relation lines is challenging to accurately pinpoint.

**Varied Architectural Exploration.** Throughout both sessions, participants oscillated between exploring the overarching architecture and inspecting source code details, mostly engaging in collaborative work with occasional individual exploration. In Session 1, participants adopted a top-down, breadth-first approach for exploring the system’s architecture, employing a mix of examining the visual elements of the visualization (i.e., folder spheres and class cylinders) and pinning package folders to virtual whiteboards for continued examination. They inspected source code when class-level elements aroused their interest, though their primary focus remained on comprehending the system’s architectural structure. This pattern is visible in the activity timeline for Session 1, as shown in Figure 7.

Participants in Session 2 adopted a more dynamic approach, swiftly navigating through folder spheres and intermittently analyzing source code, driven by the spontaneous discovery of relevant folders and classes. In Session 2, virtual whiteboards were scarcely used for exploration purposes (cf. Figure 7).

**Handwriting Varied Across Sessions.** In both sessions, participants made extensive use of handwriting for documenting insights, but varied their strategies. Session 1 participants mainly wrote isolated single words to provide context to clusters of pinned class-level elements on the whiteboard, while participants in Session 2 produced more elaborate handwritten notes and supplemented them with audio recordings. In both cases, whiteboard pins for software elements and audio recordings were strategically located in relation to handwritten notes.

**VR Screenshots Not Utilized.** None of the participants incorporated VR screenshots in their virtual whiteboards. As far as we can tell, participants did not experience scenarios in which they perceived capturing an image of a specific part of the visualization or using it as a save point for future reference as beneficial.

**Ample Communication.** Figure 7 shows for each participant both their raw audio soundwave on our recordings of the VR session as well as periods of time when they were speaking (as gray background behind the activity timelines). It shows that in both sessions, participants were overwhelmingly active in communication with only occasional short silent phases of individual source code inspection. Furthermore, we observed discussion phases, where exploration and note taking were temporarily halted to deliberate on ideas, most notably in Session 1 ca. from minute 30 to 33.

### Table 1: Stacked bar chart with participant responses from the post VR session questionnaire. Bars are colored and sorted by participant (see mapping of participants to colors in Figure 6). The questionnaire yielded participants’ quantitative verdict on the support they received for exploring a subject system and taking notes on the results in VR (Table 1) as well as qualitative data in terms of free text comments. A full version with all verbatim comments is available in our online appendix.

#### 4.6 RQ2: What strengths and weaknesses do engineers perceive in using a collaborative VR software exploration and note taking tool?

In the following, we provide a summary of the feedback collected from participants of both VR sessions through a post-session questionnaire (cf. Figure 6). The questionnaire yielded participants’ quantifiable verdict on the support they received for exploring a subject system and taking notes on the results in VR (Table 1) as well as qualitative data in terms of free text comments. A full version with all verbatim comments is available in our online appendix.

**Exploration.** Table 1 shows that participants assessed the support they received in exploring significantly higher than the support they received in taking notes (Q1 vs. Q2). In their comments, participants reported on a perceived ease in obtaining an overview of the subject system, identifying relevant software elements, and understanding their interconnections. Apart from that, they wished for textual search for software elements and reported on a general unfamiliarity with VR resulting in perceived slow interaction with the tool: “I’m not used to VR, so I was slow to perform the activities.”

**Note Taking.** Participants’ overall merit of using VR to take notes was mixed (cf. Table 1; Q3). On a positive side, they highlighted the benefits of having unlimited space on the virtual whiteboards, their integration with the rest of the visualization, and the resulting high-level views on a subject system’s architecture. One participant particularly emphasized the voice recordings and the ease of linking audio to visual elements on the whiteboards. Conversely, criticisms centered around the cumbersome nature of handwriting in VR with
multiple related comments to an unfamiliarity with VR and the need for more practice.

For audio recording, participants of Session 1 who did not use the feature gave worse feedback (both giving a 2 on the Likert-scale, Q4) than participants of Session 2 (who extensively used the audio recordings, and who gave a 4 and 4 grade respectively).

Session 1 participants both justified their low scores with the absence of an automated speech-to-text transcription feature, e.g., “I wouldn’t use it much because I prefer having written notes. Maybe it would be useful if I could create a transcript from the recording”.

In accordance with our observations during the VR sessions, participants perceived the virtual camera as underutilized, yet appreciated (cf. Table 1; Q5): “I forgot to use it, but it certainly helps to explore/move faster when switching between whiteboards and the codebase”.

Overall, despite comments on requiring more practice to feel comfortable with handwriting in VR, participants assessed the virtual whiteboards as very useful (Q6).

Collaboration. Feedback on VR collaboration was mostly positive (cf. Table 1; Q7) and in line with our observations and answer to RQ1. As suggestions for future work, participants emphasized a wish for locking elements in space that are shared between collaborators (especially whiteboards) so that they cannot be moved and repositioned until unlocked again to avoid accidental interactions.

4.7 RQ3: What type of insights do engineers extract from a system when using a collaborative VR software exploration and note taking tool?

Table 2 lists all insights on the subject system captured by participants in form of handwritten notes and audio recordings on virtual whiteboards. Session 1 yielded Insights I1 to I4, while Session 2 provided Insights I2.1 to I2.10. We investigated these insights to discern patterns and verified their accuracy and relevance by seeking feedback from the original developers of the subject system via an online questionnaire (available in our online appendix).

Extracted insights. Session 1 participants focused on the system’s overarching structure, adopting a strict top-down approach (cf. answer to RQ1 above). This pattern is evident in their notes, which exclusively covered system-level and architectural aspects without addressing behavioral details.

Conversely, Session 2 participants adopted a use-case centered exploration, focusing on more specific aspects of the system’s behavior and inner workings rather than system-wide aspects. They started their exploration with the system’s test package, e.g., investigating example usages of different parts via unit tests. Thus, notes of Session 2 participants touched upon testing (Insights I2.2 and I2.3) while the remaining notes capture the system’s behavior form a user’s point of view.

Correctness. As per verdict of the original developers, the insights participants noted during their VR sessions were largely correct with an average of 4.43 on a scale from 1 (incorrect) to 5 (correct). Only Insight I2.8 was clearly incorrect.

Relevance. As per the verdict of the original developers of the subject system, the relevance of participants’ insights varied with an average of 3.61 on a scale from 1 (irrelevant) to 5 (relevant).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Participants’ insights into the subject system, noted on virtual whiteboards</th>
<th>Feedback from Developers</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1.1</td>
<td>Among the system’s modules are ‘controller’ and ‘service’.</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 3 5 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1.2</td>
<td>The system uses server-side events for social media aspects, e.g., updating the trip feed, forwarding reactions to trips, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0 5 3 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1.3</td>
<td>All controllers interact with the authentication service.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 4 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I1.4</td>
<td>The location service is isolated from the other services (they don’t interact).</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 3 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.1</td>
<td>The backend system does not have any sub-systems, it is a single big system with multiple responsibilities.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 5 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.2</td>
<td>The system has both unit tests and integration tests.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.3</td>
<td>There are todos in the test classes that should be looked into.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 2 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.4</td>
<td>Journeys consist of lists of activities with visits to locations.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 5 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.5</td>
<td>Users create and own journeys.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 5 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.6</td>
<td>User profiles can be private or public.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.7</td>
<td>Users can add one another as friends.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.8</td>
<td>Friends can have trips together.</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 4 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.9</td>
<td>Users can react to trips of friends.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 1 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2.10</td>
<td>There is a feed of activities (trips) that is shared with friends.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5 5 4 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.8 Discussion of Results and Lessons Learned

In the following, we summarize our results for RQ1-RQ3 and highlight lessons learned from our case study for builders of related VR tools. Overall, our study demonstrates that even practitioners with minimal prior experience in VR software visualization can utilize methods like ours for collaborative exploration and comprehension.

Key Suitability at Architecture-Level. Through observation and direct participant feedback, we identified that a VR exploration and multimedia note-taking environment primarily enhances work at the architectural level as opposed to finer statement-level details.

Freehand Sketching in VR Requires Practice. Based on participant actions and feedback, relying solely on handwriting and sketching in VR for capturing insights can be tedious and time-consuming, a situation that might extend beyond VR environments. However, participants also noted improvements in their VR handwriting skills even within the short duration of the case study sessions, an observation made frequently in conversations between them, e.g., “I wrote ‘friends’. Ah, the handwriting is getting better!”.

Audio Recordings Require Transcription. Audio recordings were more favorably received than handwriting, although there was a
clear desire for enhanced tool support in this area, mostly in terms of automatic conversion of audio recordings to text.

**VR Screenshots Require Further Investigation.** While screenshots were deemed valuable, they were not utilized in the VR sessions. Additional research is necessary to explore this phenomenon, e.g., to investigate a correlation with the duration of VR sessions or in usage spanning over multiple VR sessions.

**Communication was Ample.** There were clear signs of successful collaboration among participants. This was evident not only from our observations during the VR sessions but also from the constant communication occurring throughout them, as depicted in the audio waves in Figure 7. Participants utilized having different perspectives on the same subject system and synchronizing their insights, e.g., one participant reading code, the other finding a mentioned method through the relationship graph and exploring from there.

**Accurate Results with Varying Relevance.** In addressing RQ3, we determined that participants in our case study produced results that were accurate. The relevance of these results varied, which is understandable considering that we instructed participants to record all noteworthy findings without specifically evaluating their relevance in the constrained timeframe of the VR sessions. Although our findings on the correctness of participants’ insights are encouraging, further studies are needed to investigate their relevance, e.g., to find correlations between insights, their correctness, and their relevance (which we were not able to find in this work).

**VR Requires Practice.** A recurring theme in feedback and observations was the novelty and necessary practice associated with both the method and VR as a technology in general. This applies to both exploring software in VR and taking notes on the findings as highlighted in participant feedback during the post-session questionnaires.

### 4.9 Reflections and Threats to Validity

In the following, we discuss potential risks to our study’s findings and our strategies to reduce their impact.

**Participant Selection and Number.** The preliminary case study presented in this work was conducted with only four engineers organized in two pairs that worked together. These were selected by convenience, i.e., we contacted a company and asked for volunteering engineers willing to participate in the study. This indicates a necessity for more extensive investigations to uncover additional patterns in the behavior of a broader spectrum of engineers. Nevertheless, our study granted first insights into how practitioners use a VR software exploration and note taking tool, how they assess the accuracy and relevance of their findings by consulting the system’s original developers. All in all, despite requiring more practice to fully utilize our method and VR technology, participants found our approach beneficial for architectural exploration, exhibited vivid communication during the sessions, and produced correct notes.

**Subject System.** The subject system used in our study comprises 10,000 lines of code. Results from our study must thus be interpreted in a context of exploring similarly sized systems.

Further studies must be conducted to evaluate the scalability of VR exploration and note taking tools for systems of significantly larger scale. We opted for the subject system used in this study because we had access to its original developers, a unique opportunity for assessing the results of participants’ exploration sessions.

**Potential Response Biases.** Response biases in studies can occur due to question wording or social dynamics among participants or between participants and interviewers [5]. In our study, this threat potentially applies to feedback from VR participants as well as to the result assessments of the subject system’s original developers. To counteract response biases, we kept our experiment’s purpose confidential until after its completion and minimized our interaction with both participants and the subject system’s original developers. With the latter, we had no contact prior to the study other than forwarding the insights collected by VR participants (initial contact was established by a third party). Moreover, we gathered feedback through anonymous, individually answered questionnaires. VR participants completed these directly following their session.

## 5 Conclusion and Future Work

Our method allows distributed software engineering teams to immerse into an interactive VR space to visually analyze and comprehend a subject software system. In this virtual space, engineers can take multi-media notes on their observations and insights using a variety of tools including freehand sketching, diagramming, audio recordings, and screenshots.

We conducted a preliminary case study to investigate how pairs of software engineering practitioners use our method to explore a subject system. The participants, new to the system they were exploring, provided valuable insights and feedback on different VR features. Further, we assessed the accuracy and relevance of their findings by consulting the system’s original developers. All in all, despite requiring more practice to fully utilize our method and VR technology, participants found our approach beneficial for architectural exploration, exhibited vivid communication during the sessions, and produced correct notes.

Future work will entail larger and more refined studies with additional software engineering practitioners, and comparisons with traditional (non-VR) collaborative software exploration methods such as other kinds of software visualization and IDEs. Further, we plan to study engineers’ interaction with exported notes in the IDE (such as the one displayed in Figure 5). We also plan to enhance our method based on participant feedback, especially on integrating audio recordings with speech-to-text transcription and VR-friendly search capabilities (e.g., also via a speech interface).

As a bottom line, it is crucial to interpret our findings within the current technological landscape. Our participants were navigating a novel technology and tool set. As VR technology becomes more mainstream and engineers become more accustomed to similar tools, we anticipate that the results and user experiences reported here will improve.

To conclude, we remain optimistic about the potential of VR methods to enhance collaborative software engineering practices.
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